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Mangatayaru, which means "Mangataya" or
"Mangata" meaning "touch me" is a multi-
starrer. This show is all about how some
people do good at earning but good deeds do
not translate into popularity or respect. The
serial follows the story of Gangotri. This
serial portrays the story of a guy living in a
small town, whose name is Puvvula
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Ponnamma (Puvi) and whose mother’s name
is Mangataya. He is a foolproof simpleton, a
natural born looser with several weird habits
such as: He likes to walk with a kakak, a fish
in his waistband; he makes his own drink
from random substances; he gets extremely
excited about every small event and often
becomes over-excited; he plays with girls
and has a really good smile; he almost
always tries to do the right thing (for the
wrong reasons), and he is always really nice
to everybody. Mangataya is the first
daughter of a very wealthy family in a small
town. She is very beautiful, talented and a
very good girl. She lives with her parents,
her only sister and her three uncles (who are
closely related) in their palace. Her beloved
father, a doctor is a bigoted, idiotic and
helpless old man. As per their wish, she
married a very rich man called Pulama
Rajan, a man who collects taxes and beats



up thieves; he is a bigoted man who loves to
boast, have fun, joke around and mock
everybody. He has one extremely handsome
and intelligent son named Mani. Mani
happens to be the best student of a multi-
starrer school. One of the three uncles is
always very insecure and always worried
about the well-being of Mangataya,
especially after his son’s marriage.
Mangataya’s sister is named అతరువలి (Aarti)
and is a messiah of the family. She always
has a bad temper and never says nice things.
Aarti is a very good girl, pretty and smart.
She has a crush on Mani and often tries to
make him chase her. Mangataya is a very
angry girl and one of the reasons behind this
anger is that her father behaves as if they
are eternally enemies; he doesn't like her
and sometimes even treats her badly. Her
mother leaves 04aeff104c
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